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Initial Visualisations : These first visualisations were done during the module sub-
ject of ‘Illusion Of Life’ . The concept went from 2D iterations to 3D visualisations. 
Some test on different kinds of behaviours of orbs and how they react with each 
other were done as well including some very initial rough sketchs of how they 
might look and feel like in AR environment. Some ideation for portals were ex-
plored here as well.

Full documentations including animations can be found here : 
https://lostincelestial.wordpress.com/2019/07/01/860/

A very first version of audio reactive visualisation which had triggered the visual 
idea is shown below, done through playful tinkering.  
https://lostincelestial.wordpress.com/2019/06/30/805/

http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/complex-inverted-shade-both-realities-merge-converted-.gif?674deea0e2
http://magistudio.net/files/2019-04/maybe-the-inside-void-could-be-like-this-dithering-reality-converted-.gif?1fca71fd49
http://magistudio.net/work/tinkering-cps-week-2-1
https://lostincelestial.wordpress.com/2019/07/01/860/ 
https://lostincelestial.wordpress.com/2019/06/30/805/
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Maximum area for your visual and textual material
(see examples of how to use this space on the following pages)

FUNCTIONALITIES CHART ONE (STUDIO VERSION): Mind Map of functionalities which needs to be fabricated. The hexagonal shape roughly represents the priority 
functional modules excpected at the end of this 12 week module. The Priority 1 area is first of the functionalities which sets up the main ideas and initial scenes. 
Priority 2 area is hardware integration for the same . The gray area are ideas for different multiverses(portals) which may need more pre-prod development and 
can be expanded as time allows or as DLC’s /future versions.
This Chart is further talked through in depth with resources and links for creation of these functionalities in ‘Pre-Production folio01’ Subject module.
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Following from behavorial and movement development from the subject ‘ Illusion of Life ’ , the underlying structure of audio reactive system creation was con-
tinued upon. : Initial understandings from PeerPlay, - a youtube channel creating audio reactive Unity tutorials.

AUDIO REACTIVE SYSTEM, initial setup

Creating the Flow ~
A 3D noise flowfeild was created using 2D 
version of FastNoise_CSharp Github 
The Green and Purple areas show clamped 
feild which means , all bubbles in that area 
will flow towards a similar direction.  

The particles constantly move in the forward 
direction at a certain speed: flowfeild  then 
sends a  direction vector to  particles which 
then rotates according to it.
CLICK PHOTOS respectively to go to their re-
spective videos, More in depth doc in Illusion 
of Life module docs02. 

SIDE QUEST : derived side project. 
Completing this audio reactive series of tutorials and experimenting furthermore in creative tinkering ways, this side Audio reactibe Visual system for a 
module of APD emerged. The trails are a camera property and exists in 2D form here, but this experiment has tinkered the idea of orbs leaving a trail behind 
- which would need to be in 3D as the experience ‘Multiverse’ exists in a VR space.                   CLICK any image to go to videos.

http://magistudio.net/work/noiseflow-life-of-illusion
http://magistudio.net/work/iol-noiseflow-movement
http://magistudio.net/work/apd-2-time-neuron-architecture
http://magistudio.net/work/apd-2-time-neuron-architecture
http://magistudio.net/work/apd-2-time-neuron-architecture
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Reflecting through some very first tests , this module grew and has (as of now) 4 different approaches to solve the technical constraints, plans as initially men-
tioned in the functionalities chart one and pre-prod docs.

VISUAL - MERGING ORBS / METABALLS

A. B.

An earlier iteration, experimenting on a Git from dario-
zubovic and few others. Full information can be found at : 
http://magistudio.net/work/orbleap-events-cps-7 . 
This method uses mesh recalculation method doing most 
work on CPU, as this project needs a good amount of orbs 
in a big environment, suring the tests to expand and add 
more metaball,s this method failed drastically and the 
CPU load goes up exponentially delivering unplayable FPS.  
As this was a problem with mesh , I had previously come 
around the concept of rendering without meshes and which 
had started my journey in GPU rendering and raymarching.

A github by hecomi called Uraymarching offers some initiall 
insights into doing Raymarching in Unity. Playing around this 
Git, gave some initial understandings of the approach in Ray-
marching x Unity projects. 
We can also see the blend and graphics are much snoother, 
because there is no mesh but camera graphics math at play.
The color blend is much better and in accord with this project 
aesthetics. Experimenting with examples provided with this 
Git, I was also able to get some insights on creating transp-
parent raymarched shader, discussed later in this doc.

http://magistudio.net/work/orbleap-events-cps-7
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studying further on the 
examples ,(hecomi Git, 
plan B) some spheres 
were added. The limita-
tion here is every object 
needs to be hardcoded 
before hand in the shad-
er. Adding more than 3 
- 4 objects was becom-
ing over complicated.  
 
This is where Plan C, 
comes in play - which 
adds more tools to our 
raymarching scene cre-
ation.

C. 
Raymarching  toolkit 
for Unity  (https://kev.
town/raymarching-tool-
kit/) gives a more fluid 
workflow to create ray-
marched objects.
 
Adding aid of this Ray-
Marching Toolkit, I’m 
able to add more ray-
marched objects to the 
scene without hsrdcod-
ing them. Though it 
still gives flexibility to 
code shader properties, 
which will be looked into 
while creating the looks 
of it.

https://kev.town/raymarching-toolkit/
https://kev.town/raymarching-toolkit/
https://kev.town/raymarching-toolkit/
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CLICK TO GO TO VIDEO

CPU 
A. mesh metaball

 
9-10

Simple

can be jagged when zoomed 

Thousands,  
through instancing 

GPU
B. raymarching toolkit

 
20-80

Complex

Smooth

20-80, 
cannot spawn at runtime

 
 

Metaballing Objects

Simulation

Edges/Curves

Non Metaballing Objects 

Inspired by : Visual Effect Graph - Realtime visual effects In Unity 2018.3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUZzJcBIK80

WHY RAYMARCHING? The primary distintion between the two systems is the hardware on which they run. Anything with Meshes is simulated on CPU where 
as raymarching happens on GPU. Some other methods like cloning/instancing is implemented for CPU meshes for optimisation purposes.

CPU method could spawn only 6-13 merg-
ing spheres, raymarching could have around 
50-60. but more than that GPU starts to dis-
connect with its reality. , Would have loved 
500-2000 merging spheres, but feels like it 
wont be possible. One method could be to 
use raymarching mirror but that’ll mean the 
spheres will be all reacting same way. We can 
spawn thousands through CPU method by in-
stancing but they wont be blending/merging. 
Will probably have a combination of ray-
marched blending bubbles and normal CPU 
orbs as pixie dust to fill out.

LOW FPS - UNPLAYABLE - 128 Raymarched ob-
jects in scene.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SUZzJcBIK80
http://magistudio.net/work/studio-3-overhaul-pre-prod-thoughts
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x Color /Visual Reactive:

Scripting for Raymarched objects color reactivity also need-
ed to be revisited as they don’t contain an external material 
and use toolkits sniippets. Following resources and exam-
ple from the toolkit , color property was accessed. Though 
it needs further refinement, as with the normal objects, 
we had materials reacting to different bands but here all 
the raymarched objects were changing colors at the same 
time(same audio frequency). 
CLICK RIGHT IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO AND MORE -- 

x AUDIO REACTIVITY

x Movement:

The audio Reactive system needed a bit of workaround here 
to include our custom raymarched objects. Our current sys-
tem spawned a prefab of gameobject in the area but as one 
of the limitations of raymarched components is - they ‘can’t 
be spawned at runtime’ , this system broke . A few lines 
were added to our particle _list so that it can read all the 
components in children and add them aswell. Now we can 
define number of particles/prefabs we want to spawn/clone 
and also number of custom particles/gameobjects which are 
present inside the children heirarchy. Adding them to the list 
; movement of custom objects were relinked.

http://magistudio.net/work/studio-3-color-access-of-raymarched-object
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Merging Raymarched objects ViISUAL REVISIT

Studying and experimenting on uraymarcging Git examples by hecomi (at Plan 
B), a glass like transparent raymarched shader was created. To remind: problem 
with this plan - unable to spawn/code more raymarched objects due to coding 
challenges. 
 
Hence we jumped to raymarching toolkit plan C. but creating a similar transpar-
ent shader in this toolkit requires a decent knowledge of shader coding and time. 
Initial tries to achieve something similar were unavailing.

Though raymarching toolkit offered to create connects, sub-
tracts, repeat modifiers easily with primitive objects/shapes. 
It also has some inbuilt simple color and texture material snip-
pets (not same as unity material) but dowsn’t have much con-
text yet around transparent shader’s online or in the kit.

It also offers some noise, which can be used to give a wiggle 
effect on touch but to make it look close to a bubble move-
ment is an experiment overdue. Due to certain time frame 
challenges , these ideas are kept aside and maybe will be re-
visited later. 
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x INTERACTIVITY

At this point some side components were looked upon 
and added so that playable tests could be done. 
 
Initital SteamVR support was added to be able to ex-
perience in VR. 

Collision systems, Box colliders, Rigidbody settings 
were tweaked and looked upon.

As our raymarching bubble system is about merging, 
on the contrast collision system is exactly opposite of 
it. A layer system was set up so bubbles may not col-
lide with each other but with rest of the environment. 
This can further be tweaked with ability to collision 
with some bubbles and some merging.

It was also noted , as the audio reactive system is 
based on dynamics of frequency bands in the audio, a 
compressed audio spectrum provides a less significant 
audio react, while a simple more dynamic audio peice 
provides a more responsive system. 

Though the choice of audio is to be given to the user, it 
is a thing to note and keep in mind.

Some initial optimisations like GPU instancing etc, 
were also looked upon but initial tests revealed low 
FPS and optimisation module will need a major revisit 
as AR and more interactive components gets added. 

A simple 2D bubble particle system(D.) was also added 
to test out the idea of them disappearing when collided 
or hit upon.

Click image to view video >>> 

http://magistudio.net/work/studio-3-play
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VERY FIRST PLAY TEST   :   CLICK IMAGE TO VIEW VIDEO

An initial play test in VR environment was done to get an initial idea of play space. In this version there are three types of objects, 1: The big raymarhced colored 
bubbles which merge (amount = 4) . 2: smaller raymarchtoolkit orbs(merging) . 3: normal bubble)non merging) sprites which dissapear/burst when collided. 

All the orbs/bubbles react to music in sense of movement and only (2)raymarchedtoolkit ones change color, which is buggy and will be revisited.

This initial test revelealed how it may feel like reacting with these objects and also an idea of performance(needs optimisations or reduction of raymarched objects)
The normal bubbles(3) are revisited in next slides to give a more satisfying interactive and visual aesthetic.

http://magistudio.net/work/studio-3-multiverse-play-0-1
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D. Another custom mesh BUBBLE

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THIS CREATION WITH ANIMATIONS

Creating a bubbly sur-
face using Unity’s cloth 
component, adding some 
constraints to control the 
dislocation of the mesh 
and tinkering with cloth in-
spector values like damp-
ness, stiffness etc to get to 
the desired movement.

A system was coded so if we touch the bubble gently it floats 
away, if hard it disables the render and plays a burst. 

A bubble burst an-
imation was cre-
ated using Unity’s 
Particle System.

Bubble was shaded by modding up https://github.com/JPBotel-
ho/Soap-Bubble . 
This dynamics of burst when hard hit and float away when slow 
touch alongside new visual shaded bubble feels like a good in-
teraction system. This was added to the scene though it needed 
some code reiterations as cloth component went haywire on ini-
tial spawn transforms or teleport of bubbles when out of bound-
ing area.
ref: https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Cloth.ClearT-
ransformMotion.html

http://magistudio.net/work/apd-5-forces
https://github.com/JPBotelho/Soap-Bubble
https://github.com/JPBotelho/Soap-Bubble
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Cloth.ClearTransformMotion.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Cloth.ClearTransformMotion.html
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TILL NOW  // CLICK TO VIEW VIDEO.  

3 types of bubbles - audio reactive - movement / color(only metaballing(small ones))
Bubble collisions- Slow touch, float away || hard hit - burst.
 
The big bubbles can form the basis of portals . or there can be mechanic that user 
needs to connect three metaballing bubbles to spawn a portal.

Bugs at the stage: 
-There’s a problem with bubble shader, it dissapears on certain angle( problem in 
shader code fersnel calculation) : Might change the shader fully. 
-The bubble burst dynamics needs tweaking with rigidbody inputs and more tests.
-The color of raymarching balls all change together, can be further linked to frequency 
bands and more color variation, just as size variation is working.

http://magistudio.net/work/multiverse-play-0-2
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more SIDE PLAYS // unrelated visual discoveries.

A prototype glitch effect, though this is very raw play, if a proper scene exists 
and walked through with some direction , this may result in some interesting 
lucid Video effects. Calling this a morning wake  - CLICK Above IMAGE TO 
GO TO VIDEO.

http://magistudio.net/work/headphones-on-don-t-blink
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FUTURE BOARD : INSPIRATION FOR ENVIRONMENTS | PORTALS | SPACES
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